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Moving around and 
getting more activity 
every hour is what 
will keep you fully 
charged (Tom Rath)



“Movement is how your brain & 
body encourage you to 

participate in life.  If you are 
willing to move, your muscles 
will give you hope. Your brain 

will orchestrate pleasure. 
And your entire physiology 

will adjust to help you find the 
energy, purpose, and courage 

you need to keep going”
McGonigal, Kelly

Moving for  THRIVING



Movement reduces 
stress

During physical activity, muscles 
secrete hormones into your 
bloodstream that make your 
brain more resilient to stress. 

Scientists call them “hope 
molecules.”



Connect through movement 
The social connections you can form 
with others through movement can 
give you a sense of belonging, 
sometimes with others of very 
different ages and backgrounds.  



What’s the 
research telling 
us?

• People who are physically active tend to 
be happier and more satisfied 

• Exercise releases many brain chemicals, 
including those that give you energy & 
protect against depression, anxiety, and 
loneliness.  

• Regular movement can remodel your 
brain, so you’re more receptive to joy and 
social connection, experience a 
stronger sense of purpose, gratitude, 
love, and hope.  

• Evidence from a wide array of studies 
suggests our entire physiology is 
engineered to reward you for moving.



Could exercise 
be a super drug?

“Exercise is a wonder drug 
that hasn’t been bottled.” 
Exercise could be as 
effective as medication for 
treating everything from 
depression to migraines.

Rath, Tom. Eat Move Sleep 



Kate - running for 
her life 

“Running this morning 
was great! Such a positive 

experience. Here is a 
photo of Melbourne at 
6.20am. So stunning!! “



And she’s still 
running….100 runs in 
100 days. …

“So happy that I chose and 
continue with this challenge as 
everyday I get out and pound the 
pavements even if I’m dreading 
it, and I always feel better after 
the run. This physical challenge 
helps me with the psychological 
challenges I continue to face”



How much is enough?

There is a simple answer for most of us: a little 
more than you we exercising today.

15 minutes of activity a day could add three years 
to your life

20 minutes of moderate activity could 
significantly improve your mood for the next 12 
hours.  (Rath)



Is sitting the new 
smoking?

• Sitting may be the most underrated health 
threat of this generation. It subtly erodes 
people’s health over time. On a global 
level, inactivity now kills more people 
than cigarettes do. 

• People now spend more time sitting down 
(9.3 hours) than sleeping in a day. 

• Diet & exercising is not enough to offset 
several hours of sitting

• Stretching & standing a couple of times 
every hour make a difference. 

• Walking increases energy by 150%
(Rath, Tom)



What kind should of movement 
matters for energy, mood and 
stress release??

• Do something that gets the heart rate up and 
requires persistence or endurance, so you get to 
the point where some part of you wants to stop, 
and you choose not to stop.  

• It  needs to be ongoing rather than one-off 
exercise experiences. 

• Calm and gentle synchronized movements, even 
if you're sitting down, have been found to 
increase pain tolerance and improve a sense of 
connection.

BUT, start small – just get your shoes on!



Luke
Don’t over do it… 
nourish not punish 
yourself through 
movement
The joys described above—
from hope and meaning to 
belonging—are linked first and 
foremost to movement, not to 
fitness (Kelly McGonigal)



Measure to 
move more…

• One little secret of 
medicine and 
social sciences is 
how measurement 
itself creates 
improvement. 

• Asking people to 
track a specific 
outcome makes it 
more likely to 
improve.



Make it 
meaningful
People give up if they 
don’t have a why



Top tips for 
moving to 
stay fully 
charged (Tom Rath)



Key points 
Lesson 2 
Movement
• Movement reduces stress, depression and helps us with numerous elements of 

thriving,

• Find something your enjoy, do it until you feel like you need to stop and do it 
consistently.

• 20 mins of moderate exercise is enough to improve your mood for the next 12 
hours.

• Make it meaningful by connecting it to your why

• Buddy up and exercise with  others to increase connection 

• Measuring your movement creates improvement

• It’s about movement, not fitness – enjoy your movement & don’t see it as a 
punishment

• Start low and slow but keep putting one foot in front of the other



Physical inactivity is  the 
4th largest killer  of 
people globally

Let’s get moving, doing 
something you love –
how about acro yoga?!
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